Kites flew, disappeared, struck bulls and a truck

Twenty Architecture students, under the direction of J.H. Evans of the Architecture Dept., held a kite flying contest at the Aeronautical Hangar last Tuesday. The Architects, aided by a strong wind, although some of them had designed their kites to fly in wind, all fell. Top honors went to Dan Guthrie, who flew his kite 600 yards out.

Evans assigned kite-building to his students as an exercise in the use of structure. Kites had to be durable. Four feet in span, and could have no tail. The contest was held as a practical test of the students' designs.

Eventually, most of the kits got off the ground, but few of them returned in one piece. One crashed on a dorm roof. Another momentarily held up campus construction when it landed on a dump truck. One large kite landed on the horns of two bulls, but was retrieved by the dustbowl Archies. Some of the kits broke loose while others simply collapsed from wind strain when attempts were made to bring them in.

Unitas is an 'open book'

by John FitzRandolph

The pastoral simplicity of this community seems well suited to the Colt. They appear around campus like graduating seniors; with cool, canoodal, and a romantic spontaneity.

Take Johnny Unitas. "Sure," he responded to an after-lunch interview request. Then he sat down on a green plastic Texsys Dorm couch—his hair cut pushed forward, his quarterback hands resting on his knees—to listen and talk.

The most famous Colt said his life's an "open book." People hang on him and bug him sometimes. They recognize him right away, "I enjoy kids," he smiled, broadly, "most kids are real good." It's the others, the old stars, that bother.

"I'll go to a local bar for a couple beers, and guys come over to shake hands. Most guys are pretty nice. Oh, sometimes they will hang on you...but there's always that sudden phone call..."

When asked about Vince Lombardi's disciplinary coaching Unitas named back into the touch, "Football is a kid's game," he said. "Kids are grown-up kids. They still must have a set of rules or it would be chaos. Lombardi makes them follow the rules.

If parents would take time with their kids, said the famous father of several, there wouldn't be such unrest among youth. "You don't have to beat the pants off of them," he explained wryly, "but you put the wood to them if it's needed."

Chaos and racial unrest are foreign to the Colts. "A man's father doesn't matter," said Unitas, leaning forward in the south, "each guy works for the other, each guy depends on the other."

He's not sure why society can't get along that way. "Maybe it's because there are so many different kinds of people, and everyone's after a different thing..."
Mr. Nixon could bring blacks and whites closer together in this country with his new welfare program. "Sure. He said he would mend the system."

Mr. Nixon says the surtax will cool our inflation. "Naturally. He promised to take care of those matters."

Mr. Nixon's birth control policy might straighten out this country's overpopulation and hunger. "That's right. He wants the country fed and healthy."

By ending the war, Mr. Nixon could put America on its feet. "Precisely. He promised to bring our boys home."

But Mr. Nixon... but he's digging all those silos...

"Oh those. Well, important matters leave little time for arms talks."

Capurso liked what he saw

Dr. Capurso is a member of a number of professional groups including the American Psychological Association, the American Council on Education and the Association for Higher Education. He is the author of a number of articles particularly in the fields of psychology and music.

Dr. Capurso is a member of a Stanislaus State College where he has been president for the past 6 years. While president he also served as chairman of the system-wide artists and lectures series of the California State Colleges and the Committee on Cultural Affairs of the American Association of State Colleges and Universities.

Dr. Robert Kennedy says of him, "He made a significant personal contribution to the college's development."

The Capursos will be living in San Luis Obispo. They have a daughter, Vita, now attending Cal Poly.

El Mustang

Students who think of quality first think of Ross Jewelers

El Corral Bookstore welcomes you to Cal Poly

- freshmen course books on sale thru Aug. 19 in rooms 129, 130 and 131 in the library building
- for all your school supplies come to the bookstore located in the west wing of the library building
- store hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:45 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
  Sat. 8: a.m.-12 noon
- Fall Quarter class schedules also on sale

El Corral Bookstore
Laureate offers cash for poems

Laureate 1980, the annual anthology of outstanding student poetry, is seeking poems from students on American college and university campuses. The book is a highly selective compilation of poetry done by today's students.

In addition to being published, entrants will be eligible for awards. Awards for best poetry submitted include first prize, $500 and gold medallion; second prize, $350 and gold medallion; third prize, $100 and silver medallion; honorable mention; bronze medallion.

Man and women graduates, undergraduates, or extension course students enrolled in any American college or university are eligible to submit their works to the committee for consideration. There are no restrictions as to length, style or subject matter of the poems, nor is previous publication a requisite.

Deadline for sending in works is November 1, 1980. Entries should be mailed to "Laureate", Post Office Box 807, Cedarhurst, New York, 11516. Enclose a self-addressed return envelope.

Enrolled students on American college or university campuses.

Laura*s 1969, the annual anthology of outstanding student poetry, offers cash for poems. The book is a highly selective compilation of poetry done by students on American college and university campuses. The only restriction for the competition is that they be 2.0 GPA or higher.

Nesmith was then asked, "Do you have any friends in America who know your grandfather?" The Vietnamese people feel small and they wanted someone in America to tell the president that they want peace, Nesmith said. What is important to them is that they have stability, that they get their farm goods to market without getting blown up by mines. The Vietnamese people want to go back to their farms and live life as before. Often the older people refuse to leave an area when the Americans come to evacuate the village so that the people will not get shot. They want peace, Nesmith said.

The Vietnamese people are the wealthiest people and those who are becoming wealthy due to the American war spending. Nesmith feels that the solution to the war is a difficult one and that somehow is going to get hurt no matter what we do. He feels that "when the Americans split Thieu and Ky will split," too.

All You Can Eat

Thirsty? Try Our Double Bubble Cocktail

Howard Johnson's

At the junction of Highway 101 & Los Osos Valley Road

...with longer bodies & 7-button fronts!

In the singular manner that has made Manhattan "D.O." the premier selection amongst avid traditionalists...now the longer 7-button tapered body that stays notably trim in low-rise slacks has been added to the classic rolled button-down collar and precise back pleat. Marvelous patterns, stripes and solids in a sapphire, permanently-pressed blend of 42% polyester, 38% cotton that stays smooth without ever needing ironing. Come see them soon!

Comparing before you buy...
Don Schula's Colts are "just about ready"

by Dennis Ashley
Sports Editor

"At this stage of our training season, I'm perfectly satisfied with our progress, and feel that we are just about ready to defend our NFL title. "Coach of the Year" Don Schula said that last week in an interview at Tenaya dormitory where the Baltimore Colts are training for the upcoming 1969 season.

The intense, personable Schula has the winningest percentage of any active head coach in the NFL. During his six years at Baltimore he has compiled a 63-18-3 record. His training season here has amazed many local sports fans because of the way it is being conducted. Contrary to the highly publicized camps of Vince Lombardi where the emphasis is on physical contact, Schula's philosophy has been to stress physical conditioning and basic fundamentals. He feels these aspects of the game are more conducive to having a winning season, because the players get all the contact they need during the regular season.

"The biggest surprise this year in the season has been the play of John Unitas to form of a quarterback," Schula said. "He not only out most of last year with a sore arm, greatly pressed Schula with his performance in a recent exhibition game against the San Diego Chargers. During this 36 to 6 Colt victory, Unitas completed 8 of 9 passes which are more impressive than his completion percentage was the ability of Johnny U. to throw long bomb and the short, hard passes which are crucial behind a quarterback who not only has a strong arm, but is also able to read the defense and put pressure on the defense by making the defense pick his own defense."

"We are more concerned about this season, and our efforts are geared toward defending our NFL Championship."